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Abstract
In this paper, we present the results of an initial experiment using emotion classi昀椀cations as the basis for
studying information dynamics in social media (‘emodynamics’). To do this, we used Bert Emotion [18]
to assign probability scores for eight di昀昀erent emotions to each text in a time series of 43 million Danish
tweets from 2019-2022. We 昀椀nd that variance in the information signals novelty and resonance reliably
identify seasonal shi昀琀s in posting behavior, particularly around the Christmas holiday season, whereas
variance in the distribution of emotion scores corresponds to more local events such as major in昀氀ection
points in the Covid-19 pandemic in Denmark. This work in progress suggests that emotion scores are
a useful tool for diagnosing shi昀琀s in the baseline information state of social media platforms such as
Twitter, and for understanding how social media systems respond to both predictable and unexpected
external events.
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1. Introduction

The Covid-19 pandemic saw unprecedented activity on social media, as people’s social net-
works became limited to the virtual sphere. During this time, Twitter saw record user activity
on its platform, including in Denmark where Tweet activity spiked during the 昀椀rst lockdown
period (March-April 2020) and has remained high since (Figure 1). In contrast to other social
media platforms, engagement on Twitter is primarily driven by informational needs and desire
to engage with and react to news in real time [8, 6, 17]. From the perspective of cultural dynam-
ics, the COVID-19 pandemic provides a natural experiment that allows us to study the e昀昀ect
of a global catastrophe on the informational and emotional dynamics of social media, at some
level re昀氀ecting the a昀昀ective experience of a wide socio-cultural and political user spectrum. As
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such, social media content during the pandemic functions as a proxy for how cultural informa-
tion systems respond to unexpected external events. We explore the e昀昀ect of Covid-19 on the
dynamics of Danish Twitter by using methods derived from prior work on information dynam-
ics which apply windowed relative entropy to unstructured texts in a time series. Speci昀椀cally,
we extract information signals of novelty and resonance from 2019 to the present based on
emotion classi昀椀cations of the content of Danish language tweets using BERT Emotion across
eight categories [18], a method chosen to re昀氀ect the more a昀昀ective and emotion-driven nature
of short-format social media texts [23, 2].

1.1. Information dynamics

In line with developments in information theory, recent studies have used information-
theoretic models to track the states and dynamics of socio-cultural systems as re昀氀ected in
lexical data [9, 1, 5, 16, 10]. Both Shannon entropy and relative entropy have been used to
detect changes in prevalent mental states due to the socio-cultural context (e.g., state censor-
ship, degree of recognition, religious observation) [16, 12]. One speci昀椀c information-theoretic
approach applies windowed relative entropy to dense low-dimensional text representations to
generate signals that capture information novelty as a reliable content di昀昀erence from the past
and resonance as the degree to which future information conforms to said novelty [1, 10]. Tak-
ing a more dynamic perspective on this approach, one recent study has shown that discussion
boards on social media where the novelty signal displays both short-range correlations only
and a particularly strong association with resonance are more likely to contain trending con-
tent [11]. Using the same approach, but combined with event detection, has also been shown
to reliably predict major change points in historical data [25].

Previously, information dynamics in newspapers during the 昀椀rst phase of COVID-19 have
been used to examine national response strategies to the pandemic in Denmark and Sweden
[14]. A peculiar behavior could be observed in news media when the 昀椀rst wave of COVID-19
virus spread across the world. In response to the pandemic event, the ordinary rate of change
in news content was disrupted because nearly every story became associated with COVID-19.
On the one hand, content novelty went down, because nearly every story became more simi-
lar to previous stories (i.e., news suddenly became ‘Corona news’), but on the other hand, the
COVID-19 association became more prevalent, resulting in, at least initially, an increase in
content persistence. A recent study, [13] argues that this behavior is an example of the news
information decoupling (NID) principle, according to which information dynamics of news me-
dia are (initially) decoupled by temporally extended catastrophes such that the content novelty
decreases as media focus monotonically on the catastrophic event, but the resonant property of
said content increases as its continued relevance propagate throughout the news information
system. The same study further indicated that NID can be used to detect signi昀椀cant change in
news media that originate in catastrophic events. We wish to explore whether the emotional
novelty and resonance shows a similar dynamics on social media during the same period.
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1.2. From infodynamics to emodynamics

Prior studies of information dynamics in media have used lexical co-occurrence as the basis
for extracting information signals. This paper investigates whether the emotional character
of social media texts can similarly capture event-related in昀氀ection points using windowed rel-
ative entropy. There are two motivating factors behind this choice. First, sentiment analysis
and emotional classi昀椀cation are commonly used methods to characterize di昀昀erent states on
social media [23], due to the more pronounced emotional valence found in social media texts
compared to e.g. newspaper articles [26, 2]. Second, LDA topic models—commonly used as the
latent variables in measuring the information dynamics of texts—are di昀케cult to apply to ultra-
short texts such as tweets, without aggregating individual tweets into larger chunks or threads
[19]. Finally, representing texts as probability distributions over emotional categories allows
us to measure the emotional and a昀昀ective impact of events in the social media sphere—that is,
how users are reacting to and feeling about news and events in real time.

2. Methods

The dataset consists of 43,555,069 million Danish tweets (excluding retweets) from January 1
2019-August 16 2022 collected using the Twitter API V2 (academic track) (see Fig. 1) . These
tweets were queried using the most common Danish, Swedish and Norwegian words from the
Opensubtitles word frequency lists containing 50.000 words per language [7] (see Appendix
A.1). The word lists were adjusted to remove words non-speci昀椀c to Scandinavian languages,
and the 100 highest frequency unique words from each list were then combined and used as
queries. The Danish subset of the collection was then extracted using Twitter’s native language
classi昀椀er (which was found to be slightly more accurate than any of the language detection li-
braries for Python we compared against). Note that this sampling method, being based on Dan-
ish language queries, will not include data from multilingual Danes or non-Danish-speaking
expats and immigrants, and therefore gives an extensive but not comprehensive representation
of the daily discourse on the Danish Twittersphere.

2.1. Emotion classification

To obtain emotion classi昀椀cations of the tweets, we used the Danish BERT Emotion model [18].
This model includes eight emotion categories (see Table 1) and outputs a predictive distribution
over the emotion categories. Each tweet was then assigned a probability distribution across the
eight emotion categories (Table 1) using DaNLP’s pretrained BERT emotion models, 昀椀netuned
on Danmarks Radio (DR) Facebook data using the Transformers library fromHuggingFace, and
based on pretrained Danish BERT representations by BotXO. The model classifying amongst
eight emotions achieves an accuracy on 0.65 and a macro-f1 on 0.64 on the social media test set
from DR’s Facebook dataset containing 999 examples. By running the Danish Bert Emotion
model on our twitter dataset, we generate a predictive emotion distribution for each tweet
which serves as the document representation for the extraction of information signals.

We summarize these probability distributions by averaging the probability of each emotion
over one day, thus giving us a mean daily probability for each emotion. Figure 2 shows mean
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Figure 1: Daily count of Danish tweets from Jan 1 2019-Aug 16 2022.

Table 1
The eight emotion categories in the Danish BERT Emotionmodel together with our English translations.

Danish Labels Translations
Glæde/Sindsro Happiness/Calmness
Tillid/Accept Trust/Acceptance
Forventning/Interrese Expectation/Interest
Overasket/Målløs Surprised/Speechless
Vrede/Irritation Anger/Irritation
Foragt/Modvilje Contempt/Reluctance
Sorg/Trist Grief/Sadness
Frygt/Bekymret Fear/Worry

daily emotion distributions as time series signals.

2.2. Windowed relative entropy

The summarized daily probability distributions of emotion scores are then used to generate
signals that capture information novelty as a reliable content di昀昀erence from the past and res-
onance as the degree to which future information conforms to said novelty, [1, 10], with the
latent variables being the emotion distribution.

We used Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) to quantify the amount of surprise between two
probability distributions. The advantage of JSD over the closely related Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence (KLD) is that it is symmetrical and smoothed, making it a distance metric [20]. JSD is
calculated as
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Figure 2: Mean daily value for each of the summarized emotion categories.

�þ�(Ā(Ā)|Ā(ā)) = 12�(Ā(Ā)|�) + 12�(Ā(ā)|�)
Here, Ā(Ā) is the probability distribution at the j’th day (and similarly for Ā(ā)),� = 12 (Ā(Ā)+Ā(ā)),
and � is KLD, which is de昀椀ned as �(Ā(Ā)|Āā) = �∑ÿ=1 Ā(Ā)ÿ Ă�� Ā(Ā)ÿĀ(Ā)ÿ� corresponds to the number of labels in the probability distribution Ā(Ā).
The emotion probability distributions of the BERT models were used as latent variables for
the information dynamics measures novelty, transience, and resonance. These measures were
calculated following previous de昀椀nitions [1, 15]. Novelty of the j’th distribution was calculated
as �ý (Ā) = 1ý ý∑�=1 �þ� (Ā(Ā)|Ā(Ā−�))
Here, w is the window size. Novelty of the probability distribution of a given day is thus the
mean of the entropy between that distribution and the w previous distributions.

Similarly, transience for the jth distribution was calculated asÿý (Ā) = 1ý ý∑�=1 �þ� (Ā(Ā)|Ā(Ā+�))
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Transience of the probability distribution of a given day is thus the mean of entropy between
that distribution and the w subsequent distributions. Finally, resonance was calculated asýý (Ā) = �ý (Ā) − ÿý (Ā)
2.3. Nonlinear Adaptive Filtering

Nonlinear adaptive 昀椀ltering is applied to the information signals because of the their inherent
noisiness, [4]. First, the signal is partitioned into segments (or windows) of length ý = 2� + 1
points, where neighboring segments overlap by � + 1. The time scale is � + 1 points, which
ensures symmetry. Then, for each segment, a polynomial of order � is 昀椀tted. Note that � = 0
means a piece-wise constant, and � = 1 a linear 昀椀t. The 昀椀tted polynomial for ÿāℎ and (ÿ + 1)āℎ
is denoted as ÿ (ÿ)(Ă1), ÿ (ÿ+1)(Ă2), where Ă1, Ă2 = 1, 2, ..., 2� + 1. Note the length of the last segment
may be shorter than ý . We use the following weights for the overlap of two segments.ÿ (�)(Ă1) = ý1ÿ (ÿ)(Ă + �) + ý2ÿ (ÿ)(Ă), Ă = 1, 2, … , � + 1 (1)

where ý1 = (1 − Ă−1� ), ý2 = 1 − ý1 can be written as (1 − �Ā� ), Ā = 1, 2, where �Ā denotes the

distance between the point of overlapping segments and the center of ÿ (ÿ), ÿ (ÿ+1). The weights
decrease linearly with the distance between point and center of the segment. This ensures that
the 昀椀lter is continuous everywhere, which ensures that non-boundary points are smooth.

Awindow of three days (ý = 3) was chosen for the analysis, meaning that resonance for each
day was calculated relative to three previous and three following days. The chosen window
can be thought of as deciding the granularity of the analysis. The longer the window, the
less 昀椀ne-grained the analysis. In newspapers, a typical cycle is seven days [15], but dynamics
change much more quickly on social media [21]. By setting a window of three days, we can
capture the main 昀氀uctuations in emotional dynamics related to external events.

2.4. Change Point Detection

The search method Pruned Exact Linear Time (PELT) was used to identify the change points.
This method not only 昀椀nds the relevant change points but also determines the number of
change points. By using a linear penalization on the number of change points, the PELT algo-
rithm identi昀椀es the number of change points while aiming to minimize over昀椀tting [24]. PELT
is an optimal search method, meaning that it is guaranteed to 昀椀nd the optimal segmentation
of the signal given the cost function and penalization [24].

We used the radial basis function (rbf) as the cost function, which is a cost function based
on a Gaussian kernel. The kernel ā for rbf is de昀椀ned asā(þ, ÿ) = exp(−� ‖þ − ÿ‖2) (2)

Here ‖ ⋅ ‖ is the Euclidian norm and � > 0 is the bandwidth parameter which is de昀椀ned as
the inverse of the median of all pairwise distances [24]. When 昀椀tting the model, we used a
smoothing parameter � = 4. A low � would result in an increased segmentation of the signal
while a higher value for � would make the algorithm disregard more change points. Thus,
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Table 2
Coe昀昀icients of the � × ý slopes for each change point (CP) period together with the 95% confidence
intervals.

CP period � × ý slope
1 0.826 [0.693,0.959]
2 0.885 [0.756,1.015]
3 2.215 [1.819,2.610]
4 0.859 [0.750,0.968]
5 2.235 [1.767,2.703]
6 0.973 [0.823,1.122]

setting this parameter can be thought of as a trade-o昀昀 between complexity and goodness-of-昀椀t
for the model. The model was 昀椀tted using the ruptures python package [24].

2.4.1. Resonance-novelty coupling

To describe the changes in the signal between the di昀昀erent change point periods, we investi-
gated the coupling between resonance and novelty following [15]. This was implemented as
a linear regression model predicting resonance from novelty within each of the change point
periods, ýÿ = �0 + �1�ÿ + �ÿ (3)

where ýÿ and �ÿ refer to resonance and novelty at the ÿ’th day, respectively. �0 is the intercept,�1 the � × ý slope, and �ÿ the error term. To make the estimate of the � × ý slope more
interpretable, both resonance and novelty were z-scored before 昀椀tting the model.

3. Results

Resonance and novelty signals using window ý = 3 calculated from probability distributions
of emotions from the Danish BERT Emotion model are visualized in Figure 3. We observe
clear and easily detectable tendencies in the signals: rather than decoupled [14], major peaks
in novelty and resonance appear to be strongly correlated and spaced at regular intervals cor-
responding to the Christmas/winter holiday period.

To better observe variance potentially related to Covid-19 pandemic events, Figure 4 shows
the unsmoothed resonance time series together with the change points periods and selected
events related to COVID-19 from a timeline published by Statens Serum Institut (SSI) [22] and
reproduced in Table 3 in Appendix A.2. The changes in variance between the change point
periods are visually apparent when inspecting the signal.

Table 2 below shows � × ý slopes from the linear regression models predicting resonance
from novelty, with a threshold 昀椀lter 0.01 applied to both novelty and resonance values. In
change point period 1, the estimated coe昀케cient was �1 = 0.826 and was the smallest out of all
of the four time periods, while the estimate of the � × ý slope in the 昀椀昀琀h change point period
was the largest with a coe昀케cient of �1 = 2.235.

The � ×ý slopes of the linear models are visualized in Figure 5. Notice that the scale of both
axes di昀昀er between change point periods. This is due to variations in the distribution of the
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Figure 3: Resonance and novelty calculated with a window ý = 3. The orange line represents the raw
signal, and the black line is the signal smoothed using a non-linear adaptive filter [3].

data points, which makes visualizations using the same scales di昀케cult to interpret. The 昀椀gure
shows a general positive coupling between resonance and novelty. Moreover, it can be seen
that � × ý slope in the holiday change point periods 3 and 5 are signi昀椀cantly steeper than all
other periods.

Matrices showing the correlation between the individual emotion time series signals in each
change point period are in Figure 6. The correlations between the emotions are generally
strongest in change point periods 3 and 5, representing the 2020 and 2021 Christmas holidays,
respectively. These periods contains very clear clusters: happiness and trust are positively
correlated with each other while negatively correlated with surprise, anger, contempt, and fear.
The four latter emotions are all positively correlated with each other. All of these observed
correlations have a correlation coe昀케cient ÿ > .5.
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Figure 4: Resonance signal with background colors separating the change point periods. Event de-
scriptions can be found in table 3, and change point start- and end dates in table 3

4. Discussion

Recall that novelty is a measure of the average amount of relative surprise between the prob-
ability distribution at a given time point and the probability distributions in a window with
the ý previous time point (three days, in our case), while transience is comparing the proba-
bility distribution at that time point with the ý following probability distributions. Resonance
is high if novelty is high while transience is low, meaning the documents are very surprising
compared to previous documents but not the following. In other words, a stronger correlation
between novelty and resonance means that as more information enters the system, more of
it ”sticks” and remains relevant. Based on the slope of � × ý for 2019 (change point period
1)—representing the pre-pandemic baseline—the normal state of Danish Twitter is one of high
emotional entropy: new information is regularly entering the discourse, producing a novel
distribution of emotional responses, but resonance is relatively weak (Figure 5). On an annual
basis around the Christmas holiday, we see a marked shi昀琀 to a lower-entropy state where the
emotion distribution is more predictable: new information 昀氀oods in, but resonance is high.
This state persists only for a short time, until the holiday ends, people return to work, and
the news media cycle returns to normal. Somewhat surprisingly, despite the occurrence of a
major catastrophe in early 2020—the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic—our change point detec-
tion model does not distinguish this period as abnormal with respect to the baseline emotional
dynamics of Twitter. This is because even as the onset of a major shock event 昀氀oods the sys-
tem with new information with a high variety of di昀昀erent emotional reactions (novelty) the
persistence of these patterns overtime is not signi昀椀cantly di昀昀erent from the normal baseline
resonance rate; i.e. the high entropy conditions produced by even a major disaster are not so
dissimilar from the normal state of a昀昀airs on Twitter, which is a high entropy system. Thus,
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Figure 5: � × ý slopes in the six change point periods. Notice that both axes vary between plots.

change point detection based on emotions are only tuned to discern more systematic seasonal
shi昀琀s from high-to-low emotional entropy.

To see the 昀椀ngerprint of Covid-19 events and other unpredictable local events in the time
series, we must look to the dynamics of the individual emotion scores (Figure 3). Variations
in the dynamics of the di昀昀erent signals can be visually detected, e.g. the pandemic period in
Denmark, starting in early 2020, has been marked by an overall shi昀琀 towards contempt being
the predominant emotion on Twitter, and a gradual drop-o昀昀 of expectation, while grief appears
the most stationary as well as the least likely emotion. The 昀椀gure also depicts sudden changes
in values for some of the emotions, for example, the marked spikes in fear in late February-
March of 2020 and December 2021-February 2022, corresponding to the period of Denmark’s
昀椀rst lockdown and the surge of infection due to the omicron variant, respectively (cf. the
timeline in Table 3). The same period also shows a decrease in trust, which has not recovered
to baseline as of August 2022.

In our continuing work, we will experiment with di昀昀erent parameters and change point
detectionmethodswhichmight showhigher sensitivity tomicro-disruptions of the novelty and
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Figure 6: Correlation matrices for the eight emotion time series signals within the periods defined by
change points.

resonance signal triggered by external events. We will also experiment with coupling emotion
distributions with other representations of document content in extracting information signals.
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A. Appendix 1

A.1. Scraping keywords

Below follows the list of top words from Danish, Swedish and Norwegian used to scrape Twit-
ter:

a昀琀en, aldrig, alltid, altid, andet, arbejde, bedste, behöver, behøver, beklager, berätta,
betyr, blev, blevet, blir, blitt, blive, bliver, bruge, burde, bättre, båe, bør, deim, deires,
ditt, drar, drepe, dykk, dykkar, där, död, döda, død, døde, e昀琀er, elsker, endnu, faen,
fandt, feil, 昀椀kk, 昀椀nner, 昀氀ere, forstår, fortelle, fortfarande, fortsatt, fortælle, från, få,
fået, får, fått, förlåt, första, försöker, før, først, første, gick, gikk, gillar, gjennom,
gjerne, gjorde, gjort, gjør, gjøre, godt, gå, gång, går, göra, gør, gøre, hadde, hallå,
havde, hedder, helt, helvete, hende, hendes, hennes, herregud, hjelp, hjelpe, hjem,
hjälp, hjå, hjælp, hjælpe, honom, hossen, hvem, hvis, hvordan, hvorfor, händer, här,
håll, håller, hør, høre, hører, igjen, ikkje, ingenting, inkje, inte, intet, jeres, jävla,
kanske, kanskje, kender, kjenner, korleis, kvarhelst, kveld, kven, kvifor, känner, led-
sen, lenger, lidt, livet, längre, låt, låter, længe, meget, menar, mycket, mykje, må,
måde, många, mår, måske, måste, måtte, navn, nogen, noget, nogle, noko, nokon,
nokor, nokre, någon, något, några, nån, når, nåt, nødt, också, også, pengar, penger,
pratar, prøver, på, redan, rundt, rätt, sagde, saker, samma, sammen, selv, selvføl-
gelig, sidan, sidste, siger, sikker, sikkert, själv, skete, skjedde, skjer, skulle, sluta, slutt,
snakke, snakker, snill, snälla, somt, stadig, stanna, sted, står, synes, säger, sätt, så,
sådan, såg, sånn, tager, tiden, tilbage, tilbake, tillbaka, titta, trenger, trodde, troede,
tror, två, tycker, tänker, uden, undskyld, unnskyld, ursäkta, uten, varför, varit, varte,
veldig, venner, verkligen, vidste, vilken, virkelig, visste, väg, väl, väldigt, vän, vår,
våra, våre, væk, vær, være, været, älskar, åh, år, åt, över.
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A.2. Timeline of major Covid-19 events in Denmark from SSI

Table 3
Date and translated description for the relevant events from the timeline published by SSI [22]

No. Period Date Description
1 1 2020-01-30 The outbreak of the virus is declared a threat to global

health by WHO.
2 2 2020-02-26 The first Danish citizen is tested positive for COVID-19.
3 2 2020-03-11 The Danish prime minister has her second press conference

and she announces a two-week lockdown in Denmark. All
schools, daycares and institutions are closing. Assembly
ban for more than 100 people is introduced. Public employ-
ees with a non-critical functionality are sent home.

4 2 2020-03-17 The Queen of Denmark speaks to the public about the
COVID-19 crisis.

5 2 2020-04-20 Partial reopening. Driving schools, hair dressers, research
laboratories, and certain other liberal professions together
with youngest grade levels and outdoor sport activities with-
out body contact is allowed to reopen.

6 2 2020-07-31 Danish health authority recommend wearing face masks in
public transportations if there are many people.

7 2 2020-11-04 The government decides to put down all mink on Danish
mink farms due to an outbreak of a COVID-19 mutation.

8 3 2020-12-27 The first Danish citizens are vaccinated using the
Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine.

9 4 2021-01-28 The lockdown inDenmark, whichwas introduced inDecem-
ber 2020, is prolonged until February 28, 2021.

10 4 2021-04-14 The AstraZeneca vaccine is withdrawn completely from the
Danish vaccination program.

11 4 2021-05-28 The Danish coronapas app can now be downloaded in the
App store.

12 4 2021-07-05 The Delta variant now dominates in Denmark. Before this,
the alpha variant dominated.

13 4 2021-09-10 Covid-19 is no longer described as a socially critical disease
in Denmark.

14 4 2021-11-11 Covid-19 is again a disease critical to society in Denmark.
15 6 2022-02-01 The restrictions are li昀琀ed and covid-19 is changed to no

longer be a critical illness. Requirements for tests upon en-
try to Denmark are retained.

16 6 2022-06-03 The rapid test centers close.
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